Natural DNA sequences contain distinct nearest neighbor patterns.
Likewise for prokaryotes we have consistently (see Table la In "true" RNA sequences (Table 1c) we do not find patterns consistent for the four sequences. One of those Is of prokaryotic origin (MS2 bacteriophage), the other three propagate in eukaryotes (TYMV, Foul Influenza haemagglutinin and the potato spindle vlrold). All four show GA > AG (like prokaryotes) as well as TC > CT (unlike prokaryotic and eukaryotic DMA). In two sequences, GT > TG and CG > GC, again unlike DNA sequences. It thus seems that these regularities are exclusively related to the DNA sequences. However, since the number of RNA genomes sequenced to date is small, it is too early to draw any definite conclusion. .
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• 31 In RNA genomes (Table lie) Comparison between the natural sequences (I-'JS) and computer generated sequences, constructed by randomly choosing among degenerate codons, so that they have the same aml no acid sequences as each given long (> 500 nucleotldes) gene, showed that the only dinucleotlde pair which behaved quite similarly In the data and "random" was AT/TA.
These rules constrain the ONA sequence and reduce the huge number of possible sequences. As such, they clearly have a direct bearing on problems related to evolution.
